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Abstract

Laughter is not just an element in human communication that signifies happiness and enjoyment, it can be used as a communication strategy to lubricate successful interaction including business communication. Nonetheless, not many studies have paid attention to laughter in business communication. Therefore, this paper sheds light on how Thai and Burmese participants used laughter in a restaurant and in a business meeting in Yangon, Myanmar. Audio data was collected together with various pieces of ethnographic data, for example, participant observations reported from extensive field notes, semi-structured interviews and audio recordings. The analysis was based on the classification of laughter adopted from Hayakawa (2003), and Murata and Hori (2007). The findings reveal that laughter is deployed as a communication strategy with different purposes such as to make fun of work, to ease tension and to threaten other interlocutors and unveil those factors which stimulate the laughter in informal and formal settings.
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1 Introduction

Global mobility does not only involve economic globalization but it also entails other aspects such as business interactions, business etiquette, cultural knowledge exchange, effective communication etc.

The issue of multinational workplace communication attracted the field researcher's attention in 2014 when working for a family business in Thailand which has a joint-venture in Yangon, Myanmar. Since the field researcher had been working in the international business section with Burmese business people at the construction company in Thailand, it was observed that, when Thai and Burmese employees interacted, they appeared to have particular verbal (e.g. response: “yes”) and non-verbal behaviors (e.g. smiles, laughter, nodding). Through the participant observation, laughter was identified as a striking feature which recurred in the data collected in informal and formal business meetings.

Hence, the purpose of this study is to examine the role of laughter and the factors that drove laughter to occur during an international business communication between 2 Thai and 3 Burmese professionals involved in the glass and aluminium construction field in informal (a brunch meeting at a restaurant) and formal (a business meeting at an office) settings. This group of research participants and two contexts were selected because it was interesting to study how similar or different a group of business professionals from the same region with partially shared cultural-based communication were, how laughter was included in their business dealings and how laughter was interpreted. In addition, not many studies have explored the cultural and behavioral perspectives of laughter, particularly the use of laughter between Thai and Burmese business people. Laughter is considered to be an element of communication (Bachorowski and Owren 2001) and is an embedded cultural element, hence it is possible that the laughter can convey a message and communicate specific emotions and intentions to other interlocutors (Gervais and Wilson 2005).

2 Laughter in Business Communication

Laughter is non-verbal behavior which frequently occurs in our daily lives and to some extent has a cultural influence on building and maintaining human relationships. Laughter has been perceived and defined by a number of scholars. These include Brain (2000) who describes laughter as a physiological response to humor which consists of a set of gestures and the production of
a sound. With a combination of gestures and a sound, laughter supports and modifies what is said in words and conveys meanings and feelings about the speaker’s emotional state to others (Ruch and Ekman 2001). Further Szameitat et al. (2009, 409) reflects that “Laughter, thus, is an acoustical nonverbal vocalization, which carries information about the sender’s emotional state that can be decoded by the listener” (2009, 402). Not only laughter but also some physical reactions (i.e., a smile) are often provoked after something that the participants perceive as humorous (Brock 2016; Lehmann-Willenbrock and Allen 2014). According to Bonin, Campbell, and Vogel (2014, 15), laughter is possibly “a response to what has preceded in conversation or in the external context of the conversation in which it appears. Laughter may also signal what is to follow in conversation”. In essence, as Murata and Hori (2007) suggest laughter is a useful component of discourse which affects human relationships and Provine (2013, 9) later coined the term “group bonding” to describe this condition. Laughter can happen for many reasons. For example, laughter can simply occur because others are laughing (Oveis, Spectre, Smith, Liu, and Keltner 2016); laughter can be a stand-alone utterance (Ginzburg, Breitholtz, Cooper, Hough, and Tian 2015) and it is widely believed that laughter occurs when one feels amused.

However, it is possible that laughter might not have to always be related with what is considered “humorous.” According to Provine’s study (2013), less than 20% of laughter incidents responded to what interlocutors perceive as funny and laughter occurred in natural breaks in conversations, functioning as a period to punctuate the speech. Therefore, his discovery suggests that laughter is a form of communication, not only a product of humor. In addition to Provine’s findings, Ritter, Brück, Jacob, Wildgruber, and Kreifelts (2015), mentioned that in humans, laughter has evolved into different types, for example joyful and taunting laughter which perform different social functions and social segregation. Thus, laughter is not only a reaction but possibly performs other functions when people are conversing.

However, not many studies in the field of business discourse emphasize the importance of laughter or other types of non-verbal communication but highlight vocabulary and grammatical knowledge as indispensable for meetings, especially international business meetings. Handford and Matous (2015) and Rogerson-Revell (2007) suggested that a lack of vocabulary and grammatical knowledge are the main cause of misunderstandings in international business settings. Forgas (1985) believed that words need more cognitive effort and more time to be prepared and decoded compared to other types of communication and that is maybe the reasons why non-verbal communication receives
less attention when consciously observing and interpreting. However, Murata and Hori (2007) have noted that misunderstandings in intercultural communications usually occur when speakers use their own communication styles and listeners interpret them using their own norms which might not be the same as the speakers. This can lead to misperception. To explain, laughter can be used as a communication strategy in order to express the feelings of one interlocutor to another. However, when the backgrounds to the use of laughter of each interlocutor are different, it is perfectly possible that they might interpret “laughter” in dissimilar ways, which can lead to conflict and misunderstanding and affect personal and professional relationships.

Since laughter can happen for various reasons, it has become a topic of interest for scholars and has been investigated (Clift 2016; Crooke, Gorman, Myers, and Duran 2013; Glenn 2010; Lehmann-Willenbrock and Allen 2014; Lyttle 2007; Marakaki, Merlino, Mondada, and Oloff 2010; Murata 2014; Ojha and Holmes 2010; Rogerson-Revell 2007; Vöge 2008). These studies have shed light not only on the form and function of the use of laughter, but also the interpretation of laughter such as an explicit reaction to humor (Godkewitsch 1976; Meyer 2000). A feeling of embarrassment, an expression of agreement, or even laughter without clear purpose are also considered to be “a response to humor in interaction” (Vöge 2008, 49). Moreover, Hayakawa (2003) stated that apart from humor, laughter can be used as a communication strategy in contexts such as the Japanese classroom and Japanese business discourse. Her findings reveal interesting types of laughter used in these two contexts, for example, “balancing laughter for easing tension” and “laughter as a cover-up” (Hayakawa 2003, 330).

Laughter, according to Hayakawa (2003), can serve as a tool to maintain a smooth relationship between interlocutors in different contexts. This perspective has also been confirmed by Murata and Hori (2007), who discovered that laughter helps create and retain human relationships and they also described some cultural differences in the use of laughter. To illustrate, they pinpointed that the use of laughter between American students and Japanese students was different. The American students laughed only when they perceived something as “funny.” On the other hand, the Japanese students laughed when they found the conversation humorous and they also laughed “without obvious reason” which the researchers categorized as “laughter following unlaughable utterance.” The American students did not understand and finally decided to disregard their laughter. This demonstrates that different groups can interpret laughter differently within the same discourse if they are from different cultural backgrounds.
3 Methodology

3.1 Context of Study
As previously mentioned in the introduction, the context of this research drew the researchers’ attention after the field researcher had the opportunity to expand a Thai company’s operations in the neighboring country, Myanmar, in 2013. The data of this current research was collected from two places as follows.

3.1.1 Meeting
The meeting took place in Yangon, Myanmar, and the meeting context was selected because it was a place where the participants’ ideas were disseminated and organizational knowledge and culture were also constructed. With regard to the meeting element of this study, it was considered semi-formal since they held the discussions in an open-plan office. The research participants found this convenient because they were able easily to invite others associated with ongoing topics to join the discussion which included work and non-work-related issues. This is in accord with earlier research where the open plan layout provided flexibility, reduced unused space and fostered a collaborative environment (Andrews 2016).

3.1.2 Restaurant
This, too, was in Yangon. The restaurant was also considered an interesting place to collect data as it was a source where the research participants not only met to have meals but also made small talk and discussed work. The restaurant where the field researcher and the research participants went was categorized as a fast-casual restaurant which positioned itself between a fast-food restaurant and a casual dining restaurant. It was popular amongst office workers who could have a decent meal in their breaks. Due to the fact that a restaurant setting is not formal, the topics of discussion varied – depending on the participants and situations at that time.

3.2 Data Collection
All procedures and data collection contributing to this work comply with the ethical standard of King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi (Kmutt); the owner of the company and the research participants had granted permission before the project commenced. The data used for this study was collected based on ethnographic methods. In other words, the use of audio recording, participant observation, field notes, semi-structured interviews and photographing methods was employed in order to collect the spoken data and other information for this study. The researcher decided to
employ audio recording as it was considered “not intrusive” while they were talking and discussing work. Meanwhile the participant observation assisted the field researcher in observing interactions in the meeting and restaurant settings. The detailed field notes emerged after the field researcher revised the rough ideas on scratch notes compiled during the field work to recall what had been experienced. Further, semi-structured interviews were conducted after the audio data was transcribed and analyzed to confirm the transcription, to assist in some inaudible parts, and to elaborate their speech or their emotions at a particular moment. The field researcher also used a mobile phone to take some photos as additional assistance to recall small details such as the seating positions, surrounding atmosphere, actions and experiences. These tools and techniques capture ideas and provided insight into the research participants’ attitudes towards the use of laughter by Thai and Burmese business professionals.

3.3 Research Participants
The research participants were Thai and Burmese professionals working in construction organizations and involved in Thai and Burmese business meetings in four different settings, at the airport, in a vehicle, at the restaurant and in the meeting. They used English as the medium of communication. The total number of participants who participated in this current study was 5 people – a Thai engineer, a Thai project coordinator, a Burmese project manager, a Burmese project coordinator and a Burmese foreman. During the conversation at the restaurant, there were three participants who joined the brunch; Th1, Th2 and M1. The following is brief information on the individual research participants.

They were interviewed to collect information in terms of educational and professional background. Moreover, they were also asked to evaluate their English-speaking skills. The names used in the transcription are pseudonyms (i.e. Th1, Th2, M1, M2). “Th” means Thailand and ‘M’ is Myanmar. Those who are mentioned during the discussion but were not present in the meeting, including the company names, are written under pseudonyms and are put into quotation marks for example “son,” “yen,” “mao,” “temtem” etc.

3.3.1 Thai Participants
Th1: Engineer, 35 years old, He spent two years in the US studying for a diploma in business studies and a master's degree at a famous public university in Thailand. He had worked for the company for almost five years as a factory engineer.
Th2: **Project Coordinator**, 34 years old. She obtained her bachelor’s degree from a well-known public university in Thailand. She could speak Thai, English and Japanese. She had been working for this company for almost two years. Her responsibilities were to correspond with the Burmese parties.

### 3.3.2 Burmese Participants

**M1: Project Manager**, 62 years old. He finished his studies at high school in Myanmar. He had lived in Singapore and also worked in Thailand for a few years in the construction field. He was able to speak Burmese, English and Thai. He was an experienced project manager.

**M2: Project Coordinator**, 37 years old. He obtained his bachelor’s degree in Myanmar. He had worked as a project coordinator for three years. He could speak three languages: Burmese, English and Japanese.

**M3: Foreman**, 30 years old. He finished his studies in Myanmar. He had worked for the company for almost two years. He could speak Burmese and English.

The topics of conversation in both settings included small talk and work issues. In the meeting, a Thai engineer led the talk with another Thai coordinator as his assistant. From participant observation, the Thai engineer could convey basic meaning on unfamiliar topics or prompt questions with a limited use of vocabulary. Meanwhile, the Thai project coordinator had the capacity to deal with unfamiliar topics, such as technical terms used in the field and she could generally guess the meaning from its context. Both Thai participants were in the meeting at all times. As for the Burmese participants, only the project manager was present throughout the meeting. During the discussion, M1 had a wider range of vocabulary with which to discuss topics at length. When there seemed to be communication problems, he was able to use different communication strategies such as giving examples, explaining and asking questions etc. The other two Burmese business people were present only when the topics related to them. One was a project coordinator and whilst he could communicate reasonably well in English, one of his problems was a lack of confidence whenever he spoke which was shown in his body language (e.g. eye-contact) and his tone of voice. The other was a foreman who could speak Burmese and a little bit of English. Even though he was able to communicate with a Thai engineer, he sometimes needed the Burmese project manager to assist him with translations from Burmese to English.

### 3.4 Data Preparation

When the data from the meeting and the restaurant was collected, it was further transcribed following the discourse transcription to facilitate the analysis (Du Bois, Cumming, Coburn, and Paolino 1992). Du Bois et al. (1992, 2),
stated that, discourse convention is “the process of creating a representation in writing of a speech event, in such a way as to make it accessible to discourse research”. The researchers decided to use discourse convention because it could provide interesting insights into the nature of the discourse. Moreover, it could enable them to be aware of the special significance of small cues of a linguistic, nonlinguistic or paralinguistic nature.

3.5 Data Analysis and Coding Validity and Reliability

The frameworks developed by Hayakawa (2003), and Murata and Hori (2007) were adapted for this research. The original laughter classification framework remained unchanged; however, the names of laughter types were changed for ease of understanding. Thus, to be able to ensure that the adapted version was reliable, the researchers had to initially check the validity of the coding scheme and the reliability of how laughter was coded. The data was coded by two separate coders, a British instructor and a Thai instructor teaching English in leading public universities. This assisted in establishing the inter-coders reliability and reducing socio-cultural bias towards laughter coding.

In the beginning, the researchers provided both inter-coders with the meeting and restaurant transcriptions, audio recordings and the laughter classification scheme along with instructions of how to classify the types of laughter. The following is the coding scheme used in this study.

Classification of Laughter Adapted from Hayakawa (2003), and Murata and Hori (2007)

1. Happy laughter (HL): The laughter occurs when the speaker thinks an ongoing conversation is amusing, and the shared laughter is expected.

2. Nervous laughter (NL): The laughter is used to soften the atmosphere of serious talk.

3. Laughter of agreement (LA): The laughter is used to express agreement and create enjoyable conversations.

4. Threat softening laughter (TSL): The laughter happens when the utterance is considered threatening to the listener's feelings or face to soften the tone.

5. Self-deprecating laughter (SDL): The laughter is used when the speaker feels embarrassed or ashamed about what s/he is doing or saying.
6. In-filling laughter (IFL): The laughter is used in maintaining the speaker’s turn.

7. Purposeless laughter (PL): The laughter has no clear purposes. It occurs to make the conversation more cooperative.

8. Laughter of evasion (LE): The laughter happens when the participants don’t want to say something clearly or don’t want to answer to a question.

9. Backchannel laughter (BCL): The laughter means “I’m listening to you” or “I’m following you.”

After receiving the results from the two inter-coders, the points where both disagreed were further discussed and reviewed among the two inter-coders and the researchers. Then the data was reanalyzed to make the results clearer and more reliable.

4 Result and Discussion

During the business meeting and brunch at the restaurant, laughter was found throughout the whole of both conversations as demonstrated in the table above (Table 1). Further, it was clearly seen that in the more casual context, the restaurant, laughter occurred more frequently, every 0.86 minute; compared to laughter in the meeting every 2.27 minutes. It is possible that the atmosphere in the restaurant was more relaxed than in the meeting which allowed freedom and opportunity for laughter to occur in the conversations.

As mentioned above, the context in which laughter occurred was one of the factors influencing how each laughter type was produced. To illustrate, a meeting is regarded as a more formal and serious discussion and seems to have notable stages to enable the participants to follow and achieve the meeting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Period of recording (minutes)</th>
<th>Laughter occurring in a meeting (times)</th>
<th>Average frequency of occurrence of laughter (minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1 Summary of occurrence of laughter in the meeting and in the restaurant
goals (Holmes and Stubbe 2003). The transition from one stage to another is quite distinct compared to what happened in the restaurant. Thus, when the participants were in the meeting, they tended to be more prepared and formal since the discussion was mostly about work. Therefore, less laughter was identified in the business meeting context while in the restaurant, with its pleasant ambience, the participants seemed to feel more at ease and it seemed to be a great opportunity for laughter to happen.

Apart from the context, it is noted that a number of the Burmese research participants were not equal in the two contexts. To clarify, in the restaurant, there was only one Burmese participant, while three Burmese participants were present in the meeting. On the other hand, the number of Thai research participants stayed the same in both contexts. Nonetheless, there was no adequate evidence to confirm that the number of participants could be a factor affecting the use of laughter in terms of quantity and types of laughter as can be seen from the results illustrated below.

Figure 1 demonstrates the average percentage of laughter which occurred in the conversations in the restaurant and meeting contexts. It can be seen that in both contexts, the Burmese participants used a wider range of types of laughter compared to the Thai participants (i.e., Burmese participants in the restaurant context – 8 types; Thai participants in the restaurant context – 3 types; Burmese participants in the meeting context – 9 types; Thai participants in the meeting context- 6 types). “In-filling laughter” was the only one type which the Burmese participant did not employ in the restaurant. From
the findings, laughter can probably be assumed to be a common feature of Burmese communication.

It appears that in the restaurant with a Burmese research participant, the average frequency of laughter of all types was notably high (e.g., happy laughter-77.78%; nervous laughter-83.33% and threat softening laughter-100%). On the other hand, in the meeting where three Burmese participants appeared, the average percentage of laughter occurring was relatively lower (e.g., happy laughter-19.3%; nervous laughter-17.65% and threat softening laughter-21%).

With regard to Thai participants, even though the number of Thai participants remained the same, the average percentage of laughter between the two contexts was rather different for most types of laughter (e.g., happy laughter in the restaurant-11.16; happy laughter in the meeting-21.06 and nervous laughter in the restaurant-8.34; nervous laughter in the meeting-23.53). Therefore, it is apparent that the number of participants was not an actual factor which had an impact on the quantity of laughter provoked.

In addition, the participants from both countries tended to have similar perceptions of laughter and its interpretation. From the observation, even in a situation where laughter should not occur, for example, in the meeting when they were discussing the issue of the project deadline, laughter was detected and no misinterpretation occurred. Thus, it can be assumed that the perception of laughter use between the research participants from both countries is that it was acceptable behavior. Although, more types of laughter produced by the Burmese participants were recognized compared to the Thai participants, no misconception over the use of laughter was found. Regarding Figure 1, even though the Burmese participant was responsible for a considerable proportion of laughter occurring in the restaurant, no awkward situations or uncomfortable feelings arose.

Other than examining what factors triggered laughter, it is also interesting to explore and compare the percentage of each laughter type which occurred in both contexts to analyze what function laughter could perform. From the findings (Figure 2) depicts various types of laughter which were used for different purposes. Amongst nine types of laughter, happy laughter was the most common one in the meeting and the restaurant settings. However, its propositions (50% and 27.94%) are notably different in both settings. In addition to happy laughter, laughter of agreement (5.41% and 16.17%), threat softening laughter (2.7% and 11.76%), and laughter of evasion (10.81% and 1.94%) are also worth discussing as they represent reasonable proportions which are markedly different in the two settings.
Below, four striking types of laughter and the remaining types of laughter discovered in the conversations in two different contexts between Thai and Burmese business professionals are elaborated.

4.1 **Happy Laughter**

Laughter is often perceived as an indicator of joy and happiness which is usually associated with something funny in order to make people laugh. Interestingly enough, happy laughter was ranked first in the context of the restaurant and the business meeting where people might expect discussions to be formal and serious and humor to be less common. From the findings of this study and contrary to general expectations, happy laughter which accounted for 27.94 (meeting) and 50 (restaurant) percent of the happy laughter classification implied certain character traits of this professional group. Hays (2014) noted in his article that; Thais are known for their laid-back lifestyle and attitude towards work; Burmese people, meanwhile, are considered informal, and when they become co-workers, they tend to share similar values and transfer each other’s ethics to their business transactions.

Happy laughter can be associated with bonding which has been developed between Thai and Burmese business people since the first day they started working together. The reason why they placed a high value on interpersonal relations was possibly because they were from the same cultural background which is collectivism (Hofstede 1980). In other words, people coming from a collectivist culture lay emphasis on maintaining harmony within interpersonal relationships rather than individual’s needs. Hence, it is common practice for Thai and Burmese co-workers to enjoy their time on non-work-related issues such as lifestyle, personal interests and other small talk topics. This type
of talk is seen as a strategy for managing interpersonal distance and it assists in lubricating social interactions.

Even though happy laughter was the most frequent type of laughter occurring in both contexts, there was a difference in terms of expression of laughter. From the observation and semi-structured interviews with Thai and Burmese participants, it was obvious that when the participants were in the meeting room, they laughed relatively more loudly than when they were in the restaurant. The way they produced laughs at the restaurant sounded noticeably more reserved. In a later interview, Th1 stated that “I could not laugh loudly while we were in the restaurant because we were in public. It was not the same as when we were in the office where we were alone.” Mi also pointed out that “when you are in public places, it is better and safer to behave yourself in public in common social situations.” This signified that although the relaxing atmosphere at the restaurant affected the frequency of happy laughter to occur, privacy might be another issue which had an influence on how they expressed laughter. Interestingly, the way the participants behaved is in accord with Welty’s argument (2016). He mentioned that Thais, especially elders, find great value in being “moh som” (proper) which includes the way one behaves in public. It is plausible that not only Thais consider being “moh som” of great value, but also people in neighboring countries such as Myanmar (Yin 2016, 3).

4.2 Laughter of Agreement

Agreement is a daily occurrence in human interactions which range from a conversation at home to a serious business discussion. Agreement is frequently expressed verbally such as “I couldn't agree more” or “Exactly,” however, nonverbal behavioral cues along with these expressions or maybe nonverbal behavior alone e.g., smile or laughter could also signify “agreement.”

From the findings, in the meeting, laughter of agreement represented 16.17%, while it was 5.41% in the conversation at the restaurant. This implies that a meeting was a place where the participants discussed, threw in their thoughts and comments about issues and made decisions. Thus, laughter of agreement was found a lot more than in the restaurant.

According to Lewis (2005), the communication style in Asian culture is considered introvert, modest and quiet. Furthermore, Asian countries such as Thailand and Myanmar can be seen as countries in the list of High Context (HC) culture due to the fact that Thai and Burmese communication styles are indirect and rely on contextual cues when conversing (Hall and Hall 1990). Therefore, in certain situations in this study, laughter was selected to assist, support the use of verbal messages for example, “yeah,” “I agree,” and convey implicitly the meaning of agreement.
Further, from the findings, it was found that Thai and Burmese participants used verbal messages such as “yeah” and sometimes they had some words overlapping in their conversations together with laughter to indicate “agreement”. Undoubtedly, laughter of agreement does not only create a good working atmosphere but it also builds social bonds and shows in-group solidarity. In addition, this phenomenon could somehow provide interesting insight into the supportive relationship between Thai and Burmese business people and the working climate of an organization (Georganta, Panagopoulou, and Montgomery 2014).

4.3 Threat Softening Laughter

Threat softening laughter usually occurred when the speaker perceived that an utterance was too aggressive and wanted to use laughter to preserve the face of the listeners whilst still conveying the seriousness of intention in a friendly way. Hays (2014) suggested that Southeast Asian people living in a non-confrontational society are polite. Thus, a public dispute or criticism is usually avoided. In addition, Claramita, Nugraheni, and van Dalen (2013, 24) affirmed that “Southeast Asian culture places high value on harmonious relations and to avoid conflict” which accords with Kardkarnklai’s study (2009) that Asian people tend to avoid conflicts. Nonetheless, in some cases, when they had to confront the conflict, they would rather handle it their own way. In this study, laughter, needless to say, was selected as a tool to soften any threat between Thai and Burmese business people.

According to the findings, it was obvious that threat softening laughter occurred more frequently in the meeting (11.76%) than in the restaurant (2.7%). This was because during the meal, they did not talk much about work and even when they discussed work issues; it was in a more relaxed way. Further, work-related issues being discussed in the restaurant were less serious and the information exchanged between two parties was not in depth compared to what happened in the office meeting. Nonetheless, there was a time when threat softening laughter was found while they were having brunch. It occurred when they were talking about an ongoing project, specifically time constraints and project deadlines. Before the threat softening laughter happened, Th1 and M1 agreed on the point that they needed to finish this project as soon as possible. However, one of the main problems that M1 worried about was planning; therefore, he asked Th1 how Th1 had outlined an action plan to finish this project. M1 then continued his talk implying that the owner put him under pressure and he wanted to let Th1 know he had to take serious action. However, as Southeast Asian people favor compromising to avoid conflicts; M1 used a laughing tone in his voice when he mentioned that the main contractor’s work
had gone very fast in order to deliver an implied threat to Th1 that Th1 had to catch up with the schedule and complete the project. The laughing tone in M1 voice was meant to soften the threat he made and not sound “too aggressive.” Thus, M1 decided to apply this laughter strategy to make the statement benign but firm. Meanwhile Th1 realized the sense of seriousness and understood the implied message that M1 conveyed as he agreed that he needed to revise the plan to keep up the project work.

4.4 **Laughter of Evasion**

There are a number of ways to politely avoid answering a question and keep the ongoing conversation friendly and avoid sounding disrespectful such as re-questioning the questioner or changing the subject. In everyday or business meeting conversations, it is possible that we have to confront questions which we do not wish to reply to or sometimes we cannot come up with appropriate answers. Instead of the solutions mentioned earlier, laughter could be another option.

According to the transcribed data, laughter of evasion happened when the participants deliberately avoided talking about something or answering a question from another interlocutor. From the findings, evasion laughter occurred five times more frequently in the restaurant (10.81%) than in the meeting (2.94%). This was because the meeting was a place where the participants brainstorm ideas (Reinig and Shin 2003; Volkema and Niederman 1995) and make comments. Thus, it was difficult to avoid answering questions. This was also in accord with interviews with the research participants. Th1 stated that it was important that questions needed to be answered as the ideas, comments, and information gained from the meeting were crucial in decision making. Meanwhile, M1 provided an interesting thought that before a meeting, everyone should be prepared; otherwise, it would be a waste of time. Since Thai participants had to go to Yangon to have face-to-face meetings, both Thai and Burmese participants wanted to spend their time wisely.

However, in the restaurant, laughter of evasion was 10.81% due to the relaxing atmosphere and the topics of the talk. Both M1 and Th1 mentioned that during brunch, they were in pleasant surroundings; they were, therefore, relaxed. Noticeably, laughter of evasion happened mostly when the participants were talking about non-work-related issues or small talk for example, English vocabulary, the Burmese boss’s health, and Th1’s iPhone. M1 remarked that in the restaurant, unlike in the meeting, it was acceptable not to give clear answers, it rarely happened and he continued that laughter was used to help maintain a positive and optimistic outlook through these situations.
4.5 **Other Types of Laughter**

In addition to the most markedly different types of laughter between Thai and Burmese participants, five other forms of laughter occurred and are explained in the following.

### 4.5.1 Nervous Laughter

With regard to nervous laughter, it aims to soften the atmosphere of seriousness of the talk for example, in conflict or negotiating situations. Thus, from the findings (Figure 2), in both contexts where negotiated situations happened, nervous laughter occurred in order to handle the situations (in the restaurant-16.66%; in the meeting-25%).

However, from the findings, the interplay of nervous laughter as a communication strategy between Thai and Burmese business persons was rather different. Even though both Thai and Burmese participants employed nervous laughter as a strategy, the proportion of this laughter in the two contexts was not the same. From the results (Figure 1), for Thai’s usage, nervous laughter was identified 8.34% in the restaurant and 23.53% in the meeting. On the other hand, for Burmese usage, it was recognized 83.33% in the restaurant and 17.65% in the meeting. Noticeably, the Thai participants used this particular type of laughter only when it was a work-related topic (e.g. salary problems and coordination work), while the Burmese participants preferred to use nervous laughter when the topics were about non-work (e.g. menu and gossip). This could be because in a more casual context, the Thai participants did not pay much attention to the conflicts happening or they might not even realize that there were disagreements arising. In contrast to the Thai participants, the Burmese participants were hosts and therefore, it was their responsibility to take good care of their “visitors” which included making the atmosphere of the talks and the feelings of interlocutors better when they became tense.

### 4.5.2 Self-Deprecating Laughter

Noticeably, during the discussion, there were times when the research participants were joking around and from the research data, it can be seen that they sometimes employed self-deprecating humor which means they laughed at their imperfections or shortcomings and most of the time, this type of laughter could elicit shared laughter. To elucidate, in the transcribed data, the use of self-deprecating laughter was found in both contexts and especially, in the meeting it happened at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of the talk. It is of interest to note that the proportion of self-deprecating laughter between Thai and Burmese participants in both contexts was distinct (Figure 1). Regarding the Thai participants, they employed this strategy only in the
meeting because they realized that there should be a break from serious conversations. However, playing a joke on co-workers might not be considered appropriate especially in the meeting situation. Thus, it seemed to be “safer” to make funny remarks about themselves. On the other hand, the Burmese participants tended to view self-deprecating laughter as a good strategy to apply in both serious and casual contexts.

According to Figure 2, although the proportion of this laughter type was not high (in the meeting – 7.35%; in the restaurant – 2.7%), it seemed to be a useful communication strategy for both Thai and Burmese participants and it was considered successful because when this laughter type was employed, they shared a laugh. It is believed that certain types of humor in the workplace can foster a positive atmosphere that helps co-workers bond (Hoption, Barling, and Turner 2013). In addition, self-deprecating humor and self-deprecating laughter function as a stimulus to build trust among them and it usually breaks down the wall between co-workers. Maintaining a healthy working atmosphere by laughing at themselves but not their colleagues, may be seen as more likeable and caring.

4.5.3 In-Filling Laughter
Other than using verbal communication such as “let me continue” implying to other interlocutors that the speech is not finished or using non-verbal communication such as putting your hand up, laughter could be an interesting option for the speaker to maintain his/her turn.

The type of laughter which was identified 4.41% and discovered only in the meeting was in-filling laughter. From the findings (Figure 1), the proportion of this laughter type of the Thai participants (37.5%) was very high compared to the Burmese participants (8.33%). It is because in the meeting, Th1 acted as a meeting leader, thus most of the time he was the one who spoke. This type of laughter could assist him in holding the floor until he had finished. While in the restaurant conversation, there was none to be found (Figure 2). It was not because the act of interrupting did not occur but it was because both Thai and Burmese participants either ignored each other’s interruptions and continued their talk or simply allowed the interruptions to occur. It can be concluded that in-filling laughter might not be a necessary communication strategy in an informal context such as a restaurant.

4.5.4 Purposeless Laughter
Types of laughter, as stated previously, served different roles and functions. As for purposeless laughter, the research participants were likely to use it as a communication strategy only to have a smooth conversation. An interesting
point observed from the data is that purposeless laughter usually followed a statement or a question which was not humorous and the reason for the laughter could not be detected. From the research data, this type of laughter was also found from time to time in work-related discussion and small talk in both contexts (Figure 2: the restaurant – 5.41%; the meeting – 2.94%). Additionally, from Figure 2, it can be observed that purposeless laughter seemed to be a preferred strategy employed by the Burmese participants as they used it both in the restaurant (100%) and in the meeting (33.33%), whilst the Thai participants never used this strategy. Also, when this strategy was used, laughter was not shared by all the members of the group as it is possible that the Thai participants did not understand why the Burmese participants laughed and they decided to ignore it.

4.5.5 Back Channeling Laughter

According to Dwyer (2006, 14), it is necessary for “both sender and receiver to have interactive skills” to achieve successful communication. There are different types and levels of listening skills, for example, attending listening, encouraging listening, reflecting listening and active listening. In terms of back channeling laughter, it is categorized into active listening because this type of laughter acts as a response to the speaker which means “I’m following you or I hear you.”

From Figure 2, although the proportion of this type of laughter was small compared to other laughter types, it still occurred in both contexts (in the restaurant – 5.41; in the meeting 1.47). More interestingly, back channeling laughter was employed only by the Burmese participants (in the restaurant – 100%; in the meeting – 33.33%). It can be noted that it was their preferred communication strategy to show their attentive listening. While, for Thai participants, they applied other techniques such as smiling and nodding to show that they were listening.

5 Conclusion

Understanding cultural and behavioral perspectives of international business people from different countries is becoming more important in our increasingly interconnected global economy. This study demonstrates that laughter is a meaningful element in business conversations. Even if it might be produced unintentionally, it usually conveys certain contextual meanings. Furthermore, it should be noted that laughter can be interpreted differently by individuals from different cultures. The participants in this study, fortunately, were from
two close neighboring countries and seem to share a similar cultural background to some extent as they did not have problems interpreting the use of laughter of one another in different situations. In addition, their use and perception of the laughter did not hinder successful business communication at all. Instead, laughter helped the flow of communication. To them, laughter is considered a “communication key” to lead the way to successful and understandable communication.

From the results, it can be observed that different types of laughter were used in formal and informal contexts with different purposes. This confirms that laughter can happen in a specific context, for example jury deliberations during a capital murder case (Keyton and Beck 2010) and business discourse (Hayakawa 2003) since laughter is used as a communication tool strategically and intentionally. Happy laughter, which occurred 27.94% in the meeting and 50% in the restaurant, was the most distinctive in both settings amongst nine types of laughter. This signifies the uniqueness of characteristic traits of Thai and Burmese business people such as their laid-back personality and their values in maintaining good business relationships. According to Kardkarnklai’s study (2009), positive talk in an amusing way not only assists in keeping a close relationship but also promotes a relaxing atmosphere and softens possible conflicts happening during discussion. Intriguingly, it was found there were no misinterpretations or fallacies found in this study; both Thai and Burmese business people knew when it was appropriate to produce and use laughter and when laughter was needed in their discussion. In brief, the study reveals that when laughter is produced, it does not only imply certain meanings to other interlocutors, it also connotes the cultural aspects to the group members who are from different countries. The results of this research demonstrate interesting and thought-provoking messages about the use of laughter in these particular contexts. In addition, they shared and understood their workplace communication discourse and to a certain extent each other’s culture.
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